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Introduction
The City of Jinan, China, was one of 16 cities selected to receive a Smarter Cities 
Challenge® grant from IBM in 2014 as part of the company’s citizenship efforts to 
build a Smarter Planet®. Jinan aspires to be a world-class tourist destination and  
to double the economic impact of tourism by 2017. Today, visitors see Jinan as a 
transfer hub rather than a tourist destination. Despite its unique tourist attractions, 
famous cuisines and rich cultural heritage, Jinan faces continuing challenges in 
differentiating itself. The City aspires to create an engaging visitor experience,  
offer high-quality public services and execute precision marketing by integrating 
information from government agencies, tour operators and other businesses in 
order to promote tourism. During three weeks in September of 2014, a team of five 
IBM experts worked to deliver recommendations on a key challenge identified  
by Deputy Mayor Zhang Hai Bo and the senior leadership team: Become a world-
renowned tourist attraction, enhance the financial impact of tourism and expand 
Jinan’s economic base.

The challenge
Jinan faces three major challenges with respect to tourism:

1. The lack of a strategy and technological expertise  
in data and analytics. These will be critical in order 
for Jinan to capitalize on existing infrastructure  
and investment and further develop a roadmap  
for enhancing the quality and effectiveness of its  
tourism industry.

2. The lack of features that differentiate Jinan as a 
Smart Tourism destination. Smart Tourism is an 
initiative led by the National Tourism Administration 
(NTA), which has certified 33 cities in China as  
Smart Tourism destinations.

3. The need for an “outside-in” perspective that will  
help the city become a world-renowned tourist 
destination. Jinan has many unique natural,  
cultural and historic resources, but they are not  
well known to foreign tourists.

Highlights: 

• Leverage Smart public services

• Smart industry

• Precision marketing and branding

• All supported by a Smart Tourism platform
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Because the City emphasized the importance of actionable, localized 
detail with respect to the planning and execution of the recommendations 
provided by the IBM team, the report contains specific guidance in  
these areas.

The report also includes input on four questions critical to City 
leadership: What is the top-level design for an integrated tourism  
value chain? How do we collect and use big data to enhance visitor 
engagement and improve public service? How do we apply analytics  
to develop insights for precise marketing? How do we encourage 
transformation of the tourism industry?

For more information
To learn more, send an email to ccca@us.ibm.com or visit 
smartercitieschallenge.org

Findings and recommendations
The IBM team identified three primary focus areas for improving tourism 
in Jinan: visitor engagement and public services, Smart Tourism industry 
integration and precision marketing and branding. 

For the focus area of visitor engagement and public services, relevant 
themes that surfaced during our interviews included information 
acquisition, mobile and social media, transportation and innovation. 
Assets cited were the city’s important culture and history and a 
welcoming attitude. Challenges noted were the lack of a “wow factor” 
and the need to communicate information about local events and 
activities more clearly.

Themes that emerged with respect to Smart Tourism industry 
integration included business models, service orientation, a collaboration 
platform and sustainability. Assets highlighted were the City leadership’s 
strong vision and aspiration, Shandong Province’s mobile platform and  
a variety of IT initiatives that are being planned or are already in progress. 
Specific challenges in this area include a lack of service orientation in  
the tourism industry, limited industry-wide data collection and sharing 
capabilities and a general lack of collaboration.

Under the precision marketing and branding focus area, themes  
that surfaced included big data analytics, market segmentation  
and channel and brand management. Assets cited included the 
“Forward Jinan” (Taiwan) model, the City’s social media presence, 
commercial streets and planned development activities. Challenges 
included the lack of a highly differentiating marketing strategy and 
conflicting brand identities. Importantly, there seem to be relatively  
few entertainment and shopping options.

Based on the IBM Smarter Cities Challenge team’s analysis, nine 
recommendations designed to help Jinan increase the volume of  
visitors and increase how much these tourists spend were identified.

Recommendations to improve visitor engagement and public services 
focus on the following:
• Development of omni-channel visitor engagement
• Enrichment of visitor engagement in scenic spots
• Creation of a Smart Tourism incubator

Recommendations to enable Smart Tourism industry integration 
address the following:
• Development of an information architecture for Smart Tourism
• Creation of a Smart Tourism platform
• Building big data analytics capabilities

Recommendations for precision marketing and branding include  
the following:
• Use of digital market management tools for precise marketing
• Collaboration with the tourism industry to promote Jinan
• Brand monitoring and management

Conclusion
Jinan is well on the way to achieving its goals, having orchestrated 
multiple projects to transform the city into a world-class smart tourism 
destination for domestic and international travelers. Implementing the 
IBM team’s recommendations in combination with these initiatives  
will accelerate the City’s momentum as it integrates information, 
becomes service-oriented in providing smart tourism and executes 
with precision marketing and targeted services. Together, all of these 
efforts will help Jinan build the tourism industry, enhance the lives of 
its citizens, improve its digital marketing capabilities and share its 
hidden gems with China and the rest of the world.
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